
FLow state
ON THE TOPIC OF FLOW

‘Flow’: we use this term to describe those addictively 
fun experiences in mountain biking, and it comes up in 
psychology a lot too. so how can looking at the books 

increase our appreciation oF days on the dirt?
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TO US MOUNTAIN BIKERS, THE WORD 
‘FLOW’ CONJURES UP IMAGES OF SMOOTH, 
WELL-BUILT SINGLETRACK, FAST AND 
SKILFUL RIDING, FEELINGS OF EUPHORIA 
AND THAT HAPPY SATISFACTION THAT 
COMES FROM MOMENTS ‘IN THE ZONE’. IT IS 
AN EXPERIENCE SO GOOD THAT IT DRAWS 
US TO THE TRAILS MORE TIMES THAN WE 
CAN COUNT.

The concept of flow is also an important one 
in psychology. Here, the term is used to explain 
similar feelings to what we talk about while 
mountain biking– but in a way that links these 
to experiences in a broader number of other 
activities too.

Both uses of the term ‘flow’ describe an 
optimal, idealised state of experience. There’s 
no guarantee you will have these feel-good 
sensations every time you jump on a bike, but 
the promise that they are never far away makes 
them well worth the chase. And a better grasp 
of the psychological components means more 
chance of riding into them. So what are they? 
And how can understanding the psychology of 
flow make riding even better?

Psychological components of flow

Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi is the big name in 
the psychological literature on flow. He and his 
wife Isabella have defined nine characteristics 
that are typical of a flow-type state. These are: 

1.   Challenge-skills balance 
2.   Action-awareness merging 
3.   Clear goals 
4.   Unambiguous feedback 
5.   Concentration on the task at hand 
6.   Sense of control 
7.   Loss of self-consciousness 
8.   Transformation of time 
9.   Autotelic experience 

Number nine, autotelic experience, is the one 
that most people have to grab a dictionary to 
understand. It means doing things for intrinsic 
(or internal) reasons, such as pleasure or 
because something is simply good fun. Being 
motivated by extrinsic (or external) reasons like 
prize money, fame and glory tends to arouse 
flow-killing negatives like pressure or worry. 
For example some riders report that if they 
think about winning, they slow down to reduce 
the risk of crashing, and they lose the win as 
a result. So if winning a race is your aim, flow 
helps us to understand why it’s important to 
stay focused on the moment, not the end point, 
in order to get there as quick as possible.

The other characteristics relate very simply 
to ultimate biking experiences and bring us 
back to the series of moments that make for a 
great ride.

The challenge-skills balance refers to having 

the abilities to overcome any obstacles a 
particular ride throws up. Being able to clear 
something well that you might normally 
struggle with adds to the euphoric feeling 
we associate with flow. This ups our sense 
of control over the bike, the terrain and the 
demands of the day. Clear goals and feedback 
affirm that we’re riding well or riding to plan.

A merging of action and awareness describes 
the experience of noticing we’re doing 
something while we’re doing it. The intense 
concentration on the task is something people 
associate with a loss of white noise or cluttered 
thoughts. It reflects the way we zero in on all 
the different elements that riding well contains. 
Riders often report a sense of things happening 
in slow motion at some points, while at 
other times whole sections of a track seem to 
disappear with the blink of an eye. This is what 
is meant by a transformation of time.

While most of the elements of flow seem to 
interact all at once, they don’t all have to be 
present for the state to happen. Some racers 
have a very keen sense of time for instance. 
They are able to tell you how long each section 
of a lap is taking, what the time gap is to 
competitors, how they’re going in relation to 
ideas about pace and how far through they are 
in terms of the overall duration of the race. In 
sports where competitors are judged on how 
they look as well as how they perform, a sense 
of self-consciousness may remain.

One of the most important things to 
recognise with these elements of flow is that 
you don’t have to be the best rider in the world 
to experience a euphoric state. The ‘in the zone’ 
feeling can happen for riders of all levels when 
things strike the right balance of not too tricky 
and not too easy, when the challenge-skills 
balance is intact.

Using these elements to reflect on riding 
experiences

Given that the components of good flow tend 
to work in conjunction with each other, one 
of the easiest ways to understand how good 
flow makes for good riding is to consider what 
happens when some pieces of the puzzle are 
missing.

Say a ride is just feeling awful. Or a bit of 
a shambles. You get bumped around on one 
obstacle and pretty soon you’re being bumped 
around on everything. You don’t feel in 
control of the bike, you’re aware of how long 
everything’s taking and you start to feel self-
conscious. (‘I usually ride better than this guys, 
I promise.’) Pretty soon your mood goes down 
the drain as well. We all have bad days on the 
bike, and part of riding well is learning how to 
get your groove back if it’s gone astray.

Was the challenge-skills balance out of 
whack? If there are no challenges to meet with 
the skills you have on board, it’s unlikely you’ll 

experience the focus or euphoria that goes 
hand in hand with rising up to them. Increase 
the challenge factor by trying to ride the same 
things but faster, or experiment with new lines 
that you tend to ride right past. Similarly, if you 
don’t have the skills to meet the challenges on 
the trails you want to ride, it might be worth 
spending some time sessioning those skills 
between rides. 

If you normally have the skills but they’ve 
just gone AWOL today, sometimes things like 
riding rules of thumb help to get them back: try 
telling yourself ‘ride slow to ride fast,’ ‘brake 
before the corner’ or ‘weight over the wheel on 
climbs’. ‘Look ahead’ works best for me because 
it forces me to focus on what’s coming up, 
rather than dealing with a late, clunky reaction 
after I’ve got to an obstacle.

Erratic concentration and feelings of self-
consciousness are often common in riders who 
are newer to the sport. Worrying about how you 
look or what people think of you isn’t going to 
make you ride faster, it’s just going to put you 
into the wrong headspace for the task. Similarly, 
focusing on things other than riding – like why 
you had that last crash, whether you should 
wash that blood off your knee, if it’s too hot 
now for arm warmers – will knock you out of 
the zone as well. 

Where I disagree with established ideas 
about flow is when people start banging on 
about ‘the mind going blank’. If minds went 
blank in mountain biking, people would be 
crashing their brains out every time the course 
conditions changed, the wind picked up before 
a jump or a rider slowed down in front. 

With increased awareness, concentration and 
expertise, riders become better at assessing the 
conditions they’re faced with and acting, or 
reacting, accordingly. As riders add dealing with 
change or problem-solving on the bike to their 
skillset, they get better at maintaining flow, as 
opposed to being knocked out of it easily by 
some type of disruption.

Quite the package

Flow helps us to ride faster, smoother and 
often more skilfully than we can when it is 
missing. In order to ride at your best then, 
it’s important to train your thinking to stay 
focused on what matters at each moment, 
increasing the likelihood that these elements 
of optimal experience will interact. Good 
preparation and post-ride reflection is 
important too, because it helps us troubleshoot 
things that are getting in the way of the 
sensations we’re seeking on the trails. 

So really, flow’s not just about how we think 
while we ride, it’s a cohesion of attitude, skill, 
equipment, trails and enjoyment at every level 
of the sport. And it’s something that makes it a 
great name for a new mountain biking media 
endeavour as well. 

If you read mountain bikers’ blogs, keep an eye out for descriptions of riding or racing that demonstrate the different ways some people 
knowingly or unknowingly put ideas from flow theory into practice. Look for descriptions of people avoiding thinking about the win until  

the end, or changing the skills they call on to deal with equipment malfunctions or changes in the trail conditions.
For a more in-depth article on flow in mountain biking, read my article The Feel of Five Minutes (www.kathbicknell.com/writing/).
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